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conTribuTors

aNNeke beerkeNs 
cultural aNthropologist
anneke beerkens (1980) received 
a degree in cultural anthropology 
(with honours) from the university 
of amsterdam, focusing on japan, 
post-modern urban ritual, group 
formation, style and the body.
anneke works as a junior iecturer at 
university of amsterdam. she gives 
several lectures (amongst others at 
foam during the amsterdam fashion 
week, at wereldmuseum rotterdam 
and at fashion academies) and 
had her own photo exhibition last 
year, based on her tokyo fieldwork. 
currently she is writing a book about 
her research in japan and she will 
apply for a ph.d. position based on 
a proposal featuring fashion and its 
role in expressing the self in post-
modern urban societies. 

—

hiyoko imai
illustrator
hiyoko imai is a tokyo-born 
illustrator and designer living in 
amsterdam. hiyoko loves to create 
things with her own hands. her 
inspiration comes from cooking, 
balcony gardening, walking and 
dreaming. she favours craftsmanship 
and minimalistic design.

www.hiyokoimai.com

—

hugo verweij
souNd artist
hugo verweij is a sound artist and 
electronic music composer, highly 
inspired by the sounds he finds in 
the world around him as well as by 
visual aesthetics. he creates sound 
and music for contemporary dance, 
installations, radio, interfaces and 
motion graphics. in designing new 
experiences he believes that what 
we hear is as important as what we 
see. hugo is also a lecturer of sound 
design and music production at the 
utrecht school of the arts. 

www.hugoverweij.com
www.everydaylistening.com

jorN bartlema
writer
creating visions and concepts,
finding answers and questions,
loving quality and essence,
doing writing, thinking, teaching, 
creating, sharing
and always wanting to grow as a 
human being.
everything.

www.humaneverything.com 
(under construction)

—

luis meNdo
graphic desigNer / illustrator
born in salamanca in 1969, luis has 
been a graphic designer for 14 years, 
mainly in the Netherlands. while in 
spain, he designed newspapers for 
argentina, uruguay and greece. in 
june 2005 he opened his own studio, 
good inc.® and was chosen among 
the "top 10 best art directors in the 
Netherlands". in march 2009 he took 
a sabbatical break in tokyo which 
changed his view on design and life 
forever. he writes regularly in blogs & 
magazines, is part of jury's, teaches 
editorial design and gives lectures 
and workshops all over the world.

www.goodinc.nl

—
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after the success of our japanese 
journal de Nîmes, published in 
November 2009, we felt the time 
was right to focus on another of 
our favorite countries: france. 
the southern european country 
has always been a great source of 
inspiration for all of our concepts and 
activities. basically any noteworthy 
luxury brand has its roots in france 
and the history of the french fashion 
industry dates back to the time of 
kings and emperors. even today the 
avant-garde of fashion is located in 
paris and some of our dutch denim 
friends fell in love with the country 
that unites beaches with snowy 

mountains. gerard backx, founder 
at atelier ladurance and owner of 
dutch denim store mode d'emploi 
lives in france as does the legendary 
designer pierre morisset and his son 
(our good friend) bas morisset.

at tenue de Nîmes we have an 
element bit of france in our store 
on a daily basis since the aromas 
of diptyque take us anywhere we 
want to go instantly. the first time an 
intense paris spring breeze caressed 
our skin this year was in january 
when joachim, rene and i visited the 
french capital for the shows. we did 
not bother asking ourselves wether 

it was a real spring breeze - it was light 
and pleasant enough to think of spring 
anyway. it was that particular city 
trip that made us decide to focus on 
france for our journal de Nîmes Nº4.

we were inspired by the sheer 
number of great places to see and 
the beautifully dressed people on the 
streets. paris is the city of ladurée 
and diptyque and the hometown of 
l'eclaireur and the giggling japanese 
in front of marc by marc jacobs. it is 
the european capital of fashion. Not 
only because the paris fashion week 
is the most important fashion event 
of the year, but also because the city 

is host to many of the most inspiring 
concepts of europe.
reason enough to bring some of 
our favorite french brands, stores 
and concepts together, as well as a 
new selection of brands that simply 
deserve a place in the spotlights in 
this paper. 
after this french issue the online 
availability of our journal de Nîmes 
will change. the past issues were all 
hosted by issuu.com so they could 
be read online. our website www.
tenuedenimes.com will become a 
multi-functional online platform soon. 
journal de Nîmes will be connected 
to our daily weblog and construction 

on our very own official online store 
will soon be completed, enabling 
anyone, anywhere in the world to 
order a paper copy of our journal, 
alongside the most incredible denim 
brands of the world. reason enough 
to look forward to all the beauty that 
spring will bring us this year.

— Inspired — 
meNNo vaN meurs
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collars 
1. Narrow spread snap tab
2. Narrow spread
3. modified spread
4. wide spread
5. medium spread
6. button down
7. extra wide spread
8. round point

cuffs
1. cuffink
2. convertible
3. one button
4. angle cut
5. french
6. angle cut french
7. round corner french
8. two button

'It took a lot of courage 
and a bit of scandal 

to make people show 
a little something of their 

shirt for the first time 
by undoing a button 
of a vest or jacket.'
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This article is the third chapter in our search for the ultimate 
handmade wardrobe. After sharing our view on the history 
of the T-shirt in Journal de Nîmes Nº2, we will discuss the 
evolution of another Tenue de Nîmes favorite: the shirt. 
This article will show you that the shirt, as we know it, is 
much older than we expected. Reason enough to show you 
a glimpse of the evolution of this garment before it became 
a Tenue de Nîmes essential.

the shirt has not only developed into an indispensable piece of 
clothing, nowadays it is available in numerous interpretations 
for as many occasions. throughout history unwritten ethics 
developed, dictated and then changed what shirt someone 
should wear on any occasion. a good example of a current 
unwritten rule, according to our good friend gabriel rolt that 
anyone should remember, is that a light blue shirt will make 
you look sympathetic and trustworthy. the decision of which 
shirt to wear can mean success, or failure. it can complement 
or ruin a night out, it can show your respect or make you look 
completely over-the-top. reason enough to dig in the shirt's 
history in order to determine what the ultimate tenue de 
Nîmes shirt should look like.

if we look back in history one of the most drastic changes of the 
shirt and the way it is worn is the fact that it went from being 
under- to outerwear. until at least the 17th century the shirt was 
a garment used by men and women to absorb sweat. history 
shows that egyptian pharao's, and the romans in the period 
that followed, wore thin linen shirts which we would consider 
as surprisingly sophisticated. the romans would call their shirts 
'subucala', and it was worn tightly underneath a toga. at that 
time, the subucula was worn strictly for hygienic purposes and 
was used by both the wealthy and the poor.

it was not until the 15th century that the shirt evolved to the 
shirt as we know it today. people wore them with long tails 
tucked into their pants with a pair of suspenders worn over it. it 
was also the time when certain cities became famous for their 
shirt production. venice was one of those cities. according to 
the myth described by koll (2006) a venice based noblewoman 
by the name of lucieta gradenigo got married in a 'golden shirt' 
made by the craftsmen of the northern italian city. because 
different cities and countries developed their own unique 
specialty the first style interpretations occurred. one of the 

most important ways of recognizing a shirt in the 15th century 
was by the style of the collar.

the shirt used to be worn underneath the normal clothing and 
was not shown at all. the shirt was for instance worn underneath 
a doublet that was buttoned up entirely. it took a lot of courage 
and a bit of scandal to make people show a little something 
of their shirt for the first time by undoing a button of a vest or 
jacket. believe it or not but both sexes considered it extremely 
provocative and sexy to show just a little bit of the collar in their 
outfits.

art is a powerful medium to show the evolution of the shirt 
in our daily lives. if you take a look at portraits of royalty or 
the wealthy of that time, you will never see any of them visibly 
wearing a shirt. only people from the lower rungs of society, like 
manservants or herdsmen, would have no choice but to wear it 
in public from a financial perspective.

it was not until the seventeenth century that the shirt would earn 
a visible position in the daily outfits of men and women. white 
linen shirts would be added as a wardrobe essential to complete 
any gentleman's costume. the shirt was worn underneath the 
'doublet', a piece of clothing that is a cross between a jacket 
and a vest that buttoned up from top to bottom. more exclusive 
cloths like cotton and silk were only used by the rich to create 
their shirts. that changed during the industrial revolution 
because water-powered spinning machines made it possible to 
produce massive amounts of fabric in a short period of time. 
because cotton became widely available, people stopped 
producing their undergarments at home. New interpretations 
occurred, due to the demand of the people that would wear it.

some of the most famous designs are the painter's shirt, with 
its characteristic wide sleeves, or the ones used for a duel with 
only one sleeve. by the 1920s the shirt became widely accepted 
as outerwear. and like we described in journal de Nîmes Nº2 
(read t-shirt, a lttle history), it was because of american 
cinema and its heroes that wearing shirts became popular. 
more style interpretations like the western shirt, the oxford and 
the 'aloha' hawaiian shirts all had their specific backgrounds 
or origins. designers started to experiment with the traditional 
characteristics to make the visual shirt into a fashion statment. 
Not just by adding colors but also by using rhinestones or by 

adding embroideries. where in the 19th century white shirts 
showed civilization for men (a dirty shirt was associated 
with labor) and it meant virtue for women. but thanks to the 
introduction of washing machines the status of white linen 
diminished and colors became more and more popular.

the modern shirt as we know it these days has a lot less 
differences than it used to have in the past. but the garment 
contains two important characteristics that are critical for each 
occasion: the collar and the cuff. Next to the sketch of the 
different collar styles on the page next to this one, we show 
you the most important cuffs of modern shirts. the secret 
behind the place where the hand is guided through the end of 
the sleeve without losing its fit is the button. the french cuff 
is without a doubt the most formal style, where the one button 
cuff is the most frequently used these days.

the second detail we would like to emphasize is the collar. as 
we described already the collar is a detail of the shirt that tells 
you more about its origin. since it is the most visible part of 
the shirt, the way the collar closes around the neck tells you 
all about the moment the shirt is worn: the more buttoned 
up, the more formal the occasion. lastly, according to our 
beloved tailor mehmet, the size of the neck used to determine 
what kind of collar one should wear: a wide one for someone 
with a short neck and a high collar for somebody with a long 
neck. we decided to share the most important (modern) collar 
styles in the sketch next to the cuff designs. most definitely 
the best anecdote is connected to the 'button down' style. we 
were told that the inspiration was taken from polo games where 
the players would suffer from flapping collars due to the wind. 
the solution for this annoying situation was two pearl buttons 
attached to it that prevented the flapping.

the shirt has evolved from sweat-absorbing undergarment to 
a dandy-ish style icon available in all sorts of interpretations. 
we will continue describing our tenue de Nîmes essentials in 
journal de Nîmes until we have covered the complete outfit and 
the launch of our first private label collection is final. in the july 
issue we will discuss the history of the necktie and provide you 
with four of the most famous ways to tie your neck tie.
—

A 
lIttle 

hIstory 
of the 
shIrt

teXt: meNNo vaN meurs & joaNNa vaN uNeN
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Steeped in history and traditional craftsmanship, Red Wing 
shoes started out as a prime example of the American 
Dream, and to this day continues to go from strength to 
strength. Not only did Red Wing survive several turbulent 
periods in the 20th century, they managed to cement and 
expand their amazing reputation of quality and comfort 
– and all this by setting extremely high standards for the 
leather used, as well as using the very same production 
methods today as they did over a century ago. We felt it 
time to take a closer, in-depth look at Red Wing's history 
and how they got to where they are today.

on september 18, 1805, colonel Zebulon pike, a united states 
army officer and explorer, landed on the shores west of the 
mississippi river. he had been sent to explore the southern 
and western parts of the land which the united states had just 
bought from the french (the louisiana purchase). after he 
arrived, he held a conference with an old indian chief called 
hupahuduta (which roughly translates as "a swan's wing dyed 
in red" - which was something the chief carried with him as an 
emblem of his chieftaincy). over the course of the next two 
decades, the united states army visited the region several 
times, and somewhere along the line, the name of red wing was 
first coined for the town. thanks in large part to the fertile soil 
of the region, enabling the newly arrived settlers to successfully 
grow wheat, red wing prospered and by the early 1870s had 
become the world's largest wheat port.

one of these settlers was a man called silas b. foot. a farmer 
as well as an inventor and shoemaker, he had come to the area 
later known as minnesota to seek his fortune. after a number 
of ventures, he opened up a tannery in 1872: s.b. foot tanning 
co. these days it could be mistaken for a tanning salon, but 
nothing could really be further from the truth. it is a company 
specialised in offering products made from cow hides. this 
business was handed down the generations of the foot clan, 
until 1986, when it was incorporated as a subsidiary of red 
wing shoe company. s.b. foot's current president is till is a 
direct descendant of silas foot: silas b. foot iii.
just over thirty years later, in 1905, charles h. beckman, a 
young german immigrant and successful main street shoe 
merchant spotted a growing demand among red wing's growing 
industrial workforce for strong dependable work boots. in this 
early version of the american dream, he decided he could meet 
that demand and together with 14 other businessmen, set up 
red wing shoe company.
the name was taken from the town, and a portrait of previously 
mentioned indian chief hupahuduta was adopted as its logo, 
commemorating the chief's legacy. the company's original 
goal was straightforward enough: to create a better, more 
dependable work boot than what was available at that time.

from the very start, red wing shoe company committed itself 
to four core principles, that to this day remain at the heart of 
he company's mission: quality, craftsmanship, durability and 
comfort. over the course of the 100+ years they have been 

in business, these principles have never been compromised, 
which is not only a solid message of how to succeed in any 
venture, but a big reason why we at tenue de Nîmes have grown 
so fond of this brand. the way it worked when red wing first set 
up shop, and the way it still works today, is a process by which, 
at every step of the way, every piece of the shoe is inspected 
and tested. every piece of leather, no matter what the size or 
its intended purpose, is examined from all angles to determine 
its durability and flexibility. once it passes this first inspection, 
pieces are cut and sorted, and then subject to a next inspection. 
this goes on until the very last detail is added, tested, and the 
shoe is ready for shipping. did we mention yet that even today, 
every step in this process is done by hand? 
two years after red wing first opened its doors, the company 
was turning out 100 pairs of -handmade- shoes per day. how 
does that saying go again? many hands make light work. talk 
about authenticity and craftsmanship - two more major reasons 
why we love this brand and are proud to be stocking its shoes.
in 1908, the brand started producing welt-constructed shoes 
with a leather strip attached to the shoe upper and sewn into the 
sole. red wing's main customers at the time were farmers, and 
they were so impressed by the comfort and durability of these 
shoes, that demand for them shot through the roof. to keep 
up, a four-storey factory was built, (which to this day is still in 
use by the company for new product development) quadrupling 
their output of only two years earlier. skip forward four years 
to 1912, and the company added the black and brown "chief" 
line, now commonly known as "the farmer's shoe." in addition 

—
red Wing

—

teXt: olivier vaN der hageN
photography: red wiNg japaN
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to the traditional welt construction of earlier farming shoes, 
the chief featured specially tanned, manure-proof leather for 
longer durability.

by 1915, this output had increased to 200,000 pairs per year. 
this remarkable success was mainly due to booming industries 
in the region. farming, logging, mining and railroading took flight 
and all required heavy- duty, durable work gear. from the start, 
red wing had been smart enough to produce different styles of 
shoes to accommodate workers in each of these branches of 
industry. around the time that world war i erupted, a man by the 
name of j.r. sweasy, who had joined beckman's company only 
a year previously, was elected general manager of red wing 
shoe company, and by 1921 became president of the company. 
he managed to guide red wing through very turbulent years: 
two world wars and an economic crisis the likes of which would 
not be seen again until 2007. during world war i, red wing was 
the primary footwear manufacturing company and all american 
soldiers were issued red wing boots: the regulation munson 
u.s. army last, designed to "fit all feet" with maximum comfort 
and durability. in a distinct case of grey clouds having silver 
linings, red wing continued to prosper even though the country 
was at war. the same thing happened when world war ii broke 
out and red wing shod the american armed forces once more.

after world war ii ended, america regrouped, industry all over 
the country started back up again, the economy took a turn 
for the better but red wing quietly just kept going aboutits 

business, and its popularity was still ever-growing. so much 
so, that during the 1960s, red wing found famous painter/
illustrator Norman rockwell willing to create a series of drawings 
for them, to be used in advertsing. at the time, mr rockwell 
was already very well known -stateside, anyway- for his regular 
cover illustrations of american newspaper the saturday evening 
post during the first half of the 20th century. Not only that, he 
had also illustrated over 40 books, such as american classics 
huckleberry finn and tom sawyer. he spent the best part of the 
1960s painting illustrations for look magazine, where he would 
usually depict his interest in civil rights, poverty and space 
exploration, so he had already paid his dues.

over the course of the next two decades, as the oil industry 
boomed, red wing started expanding and broke into europe, 
south america and the us's neighboring countries canada 
and mexico.while production soared to two million pairs of 
red wings annually in over 150 different styles, a significant 
shift in the nation's workforce took place: more and more 
people moved out of heavy industry and farming jobs and got 
into service-oriented jobs. red wing did what it does best and 
diversified, shifting focus slyly from “work shoes” to “shoes for 
work”. the latter eventually even included sports type shoes, 
with reinforced noses. by the late 1990s, annual production 
topped three million pairs of red wing shoes and boots.

starting out as a clever though marginal store in 1905, red wing 
shoes, inc. has grown into a hugely respected manufacturer 

of boots and shoes of all types. with four production plants 
and hundreds of craftspeople making thousands of pairs of red 
wing shoes a day -by hand- there is no stopping red wing in 
providing comfort (through the use of goodyear welted soles) 
quality and durability (through the high grade use of leather), 
and craftsmanship (through the handcrafted designs) for the 
next hundred years. this is underscored by the dozens of 
testimonials on the red wing website, where people regale 
other visitors to the site with stories of how they had almost 
died had it not been for their red wings. even when taking these 
stories with a pinch of salt, there is no denying the superior 
quality of the red wing product. who knows, in a few hundred 
years archeologists might even dig up a grave of some poor 
soul, where nothing but his or her red wings remain!
—

—
'From the very start, 

Red Wing Shoe Company 
committed itself to 

four core principles, 
that to this day remain 

at the heart of he 
company's mission: 

Quality, Craftsmanship, 
Durability and Comfort.'

—
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10 
Questions

1. Would you please introduce yourself, and tell us something 
about your background as well as what you do for a living?

my name is charlie hedin, i am 27 years old and i work for acne jeans. before 
i started working at acne i studied marketing at the gothenburg school of 
economics. i was actually sailing for the swedish team in the one-man boats 
at the time, but as it started to take over my whole life and i wanted to 
graduate, i decided to quit and focus on my career instead. a good friend of 
mine was working for acne and when i was in my last year at school i applied 
for an intership as assistant to the ceo at the company. that was three years 
ago. i'm currently working as regional manager for acne in benelux.

2. Where in Sweden are you from, and what made you decide to leave?
i´m originally from gothenburg, but at a certain point i became responsible for 
putting acne in the markets in belgium, the Netherlands and luxembourg in 
all aspects of the business. since a typical day for me revolves around selling 
the brand to the best retailers in each of these three countries, searching for 
partners for our label stores and of course plugging the brand and our other 
concepts in the media, i had to leave sweden in order to do a better job.

3. How did you end up in Paris?
basically all our business for the european and asian markets goes through 
paris during its fashion week. apart from that our main showroom is located 
in the city so most of our clients come here to write their orders. it doesn't 
hurt that i simply love this city.

4. Can you describe your most remarkable moment in the city so far?
it must be when i visited paris for the first time, 10 years ago. i was totally 
mesmerized by the beauty and i must say that i still am. i get surprised every 
day, just walking down the streets and finding new, beautiful spots around 
every street corner. every morning i walk from st germain, past Notre dame 
to le marais where we have our offices, so even though the walk has become 
part of my morning ritual, it is still magical every single time.

5. In your opinion, what would be essential to make a Paris trip 
unforgettable for anyone?

i think that everyone, at least once in their life should enjoy paris by 
themselves. leave it all behind for a day or two, go down there, and stroll 
around in all the different neighborhoods. the real magic of the city is hidden 
in the little details that are best seen when you are all by yourself. getting 
lost can actually help.

6. What is your favorite Paris store? What about it makes you want to go 
back every single time?

No doubt about this one! le bon marché, and its food section in particular. 
i feel peaceful just walking around there. to buy groceries there is way too 
expensive for me though so i just enjoy the nice smell and then i go home. 
i also really enjoy seeing the new window displays at bonpoint on 6, rue de 
tournon.

7. Could you describe the ideal Paris night out? 
Let's say we start early in the afternoon.

i don't go out a lot, but i love going for a few drinks at café flore. Not only is it 
a nice place, you always bump in to interesting people there, so you're never 
stuck for a conversation and a good time. paris is a city where unexpected 
things happen, so the night will guide your way basically. but if you really want 
to celebrate something special with friends, tickets for a club like le baron 
would be worth trying to get your hands on.

8. Which Paris citizen did you not expect to meet before you moved there?
i dont really know how to answer this question, so i think i'll have to skip this 
one.

9. Is there something you would like to forget about Paris 
if you were to leave one day?

i don't know if there is anything that i would like to forget but i can definitely 
live without the parisian taxi drivers and i actually do miss a nice english pub 
or a place like your brown cafés, here in amsterdam.

10. If you could pick your next city, which one would you choose?
can it be a country too? mozambique, because it is so pure, and the 
environment is really well preserved. i must say it sounds and looks like a 
nice place to spend some time...
—

—
'I think that 
everyone, 

at least once 
in their life 

should enjoy 
Paris by 

themselves.'
—

teXt: meNNo vaN meurs
photography: joachim baaN
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ellen truijen 
photography: rob truijeN

teXt: jorN bartlema

—
Uncultivated, 

antiquated,
raw and real environments, 

places where life has left traces and memories, 
translated into a collection made of ashen, 

unrefined 
leather.

Dust to dust.
—

the strong symbolism romans and kelts attributed to small gifts of nature form the basis of the new 
accessory collection. an acorn, beechnut and walnut, stand for intuitive direction, quietly continue 
and mental strength. together they make up 'Nutrinity'. because a little bit of symbolism cannot 
harm anyone. please welcome the new and beautiful collection of ellen truijen in our boutique.
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'although from different walks of life, and working in different industries, 
three friends, desmond Knox-leet, a painter, yves coueslant a set 

designer and christiane gautrot working in an architecture firm, met up 
one day in the early days of the 1960s because they discovered they 

shared a passion for art, design, and aesthetics. '
—
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A common concern these days is the use of synthetic materials 
in products we use on a daily basis. The American Food and Drug 
Administration for example has issued several warnings in recent years 
about household products that turned out to contain toxic materials 
and could prove dangerous if inhaled or even just used indoors. Candles 
were one of these household items. Typically, if we light a (scented) 
candle, we want them to burn for a good while, and by doing this, the 
heat of the flame not only diffuses the scent of a candle, but also any 
chemicals contained in it, throughout the home.

it was only so long before the consumers of such products grew tired and 
suspicious of these products and started looking for alternatives. over the 
past few years a shift began to take place whereby the consumer moved away 
from the artificial and the synthetic in favor of more natural and authentic 
materials and products because the majority of the brands fell victim to 
commercialization. this commercialization meant increasing use of artificial 
raw materials, but we will get back to that.

there was one company in particular that consumers flocked to: diptyque. 
the founders had specific ideas about how to market their products to set 
them apart from anything else that may have been in the market already. 
this brand had from the very start, nearly fifty years ago, already decided 
that in their scented candles as well as any fragrances they would launch, 
no synthetic materials would ever be used. so when the shift started gaining 
momentum, people started taking notice of diptique and its products and the 
brand's principal concept became their unique selling point over the majority 
of other brands. the consumers' wake up call underscored the relevance of 
diptyque's original goals and mission. diptyque suddenly found themselves a 
frontrunner having never compromised their vision, nor their products.

it is as extraordinary as it is straightforward but in the nearly fifty years that 
these candles and fragrances have been produced, diptyque have, true to 
their word, never used a synthetic ingredient. you may ask yourself why this 
would be labeled extraordinary. or not - but we certainly did. for one, as we 
already briefly mentioned, most luxury brands had caved in to commercialism, 
so you would be hard pressed to find any other luxury candle manufacturer 
that could make this same statement – and be truthful.

looking at luxury brands today, only perhaps a handful still employ a “nose”. 
in her amazing book how luxury lost its luster, dana thomas informs us 
that the vast majority of these brands do not own, create, manufacture or 
distribute their products anymore. some of the biggest names in the business 
license their names to conglomerates or big cosmetic firms. moreover, ideas 
for new scents and fragrances for example, are thought up by marketing 
executives while the general public are extensively polled and surveyed. this, 
together with previously achieved sales figures determine whether or not a 
new product gets the green light. in what is now called the “golden age of 
perfumery” perfumers and designers would get together and dream up new 
possibilities and then move on whatever came out of those meetings. times 
have changed for sure, but the good news is that the general consensus is to 
return to the basic, natural way of making things.

although from different walks of life, and working in different industries, three 
friends, desmond knox-leet, a painter, yves coueslant a set designer and 
christiane gautrot working in an architecture firm, met up one day in the 
early days of the 1960s because they discovered they shared a passion for 
art, design, and aesthetics. they hit it off so well that they decided to go 
into business together, to design and market cotton print fabrics. in 1961, 
they opened a store in the (then) working class area of the left bank, in the 
fifth arrondissement, which was a clever area to start up in. Not only was it 
cheap, it was a melting pot of diptyque's intended target group: students, 
artists, intellectuals - they all lived there. it was the store itself that actually 
provided them with their company name: the original store front had two 
display windows, which reminded the three friends of a diptych – an art 
object composed of two flat plates, attached at a hinge.
as it turned out, it was not even so much the fabrics that caught their clients' 
attention as it was the trinkets that the store was decorated with. demand 
for these was high, and so the three entrepreneurs started importing these 
objects from around the world, as well as commissioning local craftsmen for 
unique products, among which were candles that matched the store's print 
designs. it was a small step from here to scented candles.

passion for the visually striking aside, christiane, desmond and yves soon 
discovered they shared something else: a fascination for the mediterranean 
region, as well as both the Near and the far east. what stood out on their 

trips to these regions were scents particular to each of these places they 
visited. everybody will recognize those fleeting yet distinct moments of 
memories triggered by, or connected to, specific events or locations. it 
was this very concept that made them decide to set up a side-project two 
years after opening their doors: scented candles. aside from the candles 
already on sale, the concept was expanded to include trying to recapture 
those remarkable scents from their travels. tam dao, and do son, both eau 
de toilette for example, were both inspired by co-founder yves' childhood 
memories in indochina. the first, tam dao, reminiscent of the heat in the 
asian jungle, carrying hints of sandalwood, rosewood cypress and ambergris. 
do son, on the other hand, remarkable for its fresher sweetness, with notes 
of tuberose, orange leaves, pink berries, musk and iris.

it is a lesser known aspect of the diptyque story that they frequently 
collaborated with distinguished perfumers. one of them was a man called 
jean claude bullens, an alumnus from the versailles school of perfumery. 
in the first half of the 1960s jean claude was already widely considered a 
master craftsman, and yves, christiane and desmond found him willing to 
go to work for them. the result was diptyque's first three scented candles: 
cannelle, which exudes the spicy warmth of freshly ground cinnamon; 
thé, which releases a beautifully mixed scent of tea and exotic spices, and 
aubépine, recognizable for its main element of wild hawthorn flower. these 
became an instant and overwhelming success, and were the key to jean 
claude becoming diptyque's exclusive supplier.

over the course of the next years, more scents were introduced, and it was 
not long before diptyque thought the time was right to introduce their own 
fragrance. in 1968 an eau de toilette called l'eau was launched, based on 
a recipe that dated back to the – wait for it - 16th century: an infusion of 
cinnamon, clove, geranium, sandalwood and rose. five years later, vinaigre 
de toilette, a skin care product was added, and by the mid to late 70s, 
diptyque's fragrances as well as their candles were widely praised and in high 
demand, and its reputation was firmly established.

at present there are more than 54 fragrances to choose from in three 
categories, which are available as scented candles, as well as room sprays. 
one such category consists of woody scents, such as the truly unique feu 
de bois, that actually smells like a bonfire and the essence of john galliano 
candle, which was two years in the making. the packaging of this candle 
is based on galliano's trademark logo: an english broadsheet lettered with 
semi-gothic characters on a base of sepia. Next to that are the flower-based 
scents, such as oranger (orange tree) and oyedo. the third category is made 
up of spicy scents like coriander and fenouil sauvage (wild fennel), and the 
mixes pomander (cinnamon and orange) as well as baies (blackberries and 
bulgarian rose).

two of diptyque's more recent fragrances, philosykos and ofrésia, were 
created through another inspiring collaboration: diptyque enlisted olivia 
giacobetti's talent, a woman commonly acknowledged as one of the more 
original and accomplished talents in perfumery and generally one of the finest 
noses in the world. her list of creations thus far is long and distinguished. she 
has been quoted as saying: “i love shortcuts. taking a raw ingredient, stripping 
it of all excess to achieve a note that's perfectly pitched, that insinuates itself 
rather than overpowering." a statement that matches diptyque's vision perfectly 
and clearly illustrates why a collaboration with diptyque was meant to happen.
let us get back briefly to the point made earlier about commercialization, 
necessitating the use of synthetic mateirals over natural products. dana 
thomas' book also mentions that these days, not more than 10% of ingredients 
used to create perfumes are natural. the reason for that, dana writes, is 
that synthetics can be mass-produced in places like china and india, and 
the reason this is done is that the big players cannot earn enough from raw 
materials of the pure ingredients anymore. dana continues her analysis by 
stating that perfume sales have been dropping since the late 1990s, (while 
advertising actually increased) as a result of the”industrialization of creation”, 
killing craftsmanship.
all diptyque's candles are carefully prepared with high quality paraffin wax 
and each and every one is individually inspected to ensure they are all of 
the best possible quality. they even have a lead-free wick. it gets better..
all diptyque candles are hand-poured. this means a slow pour which in turn 
leads to better burning time: they burn for an average of no less than 50 to 
60 hours.so in this light, do you see why we think diptyque's modus operandi 
can be labeled “extraordinary”? quality, through sincerity and purity, always 
rises to the top. it may take a while, but nothing beats originality, as diptyque 
have proven beyond a doubt.
—

teXt: olivier vaN der hageN

diptyque
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on april 9th, tenue de Nîmes will launch a new exhibition called 'the faces 
of Neal cassady' by 19 year old artist piet heijden hume. when piet was 
supposed to be learning german grammar, he was actually reading jack 
kerouac's 'on the road' and 'the beat generation bible', on which bob 
dylan dryly commented: 'it changed my life like it changed everyone else's'. 
piet heijden hume has a soft spot for books with life-changing reputations. 
because, according to piet, it is a challenge to see if the novel will leave you 
unfazed.

it was one of kerouac's idols, Neal cassady, who became the main subject of 
this new tenue de Nîmes exhibition as being the ultimate denim soul: rugged 
and refined, practical and poetic, with jazz music in his face. piet heijden 
hume created 5 portraits of cassady's face that show him contorting his 
eyebrows, throwing his head back, sporting a crazy grin, or just showing his 
darting features on a thousand faces. the portraits are solely composed of 
text from novels piet liked, song lyrics or spontaneous thoughts. the entire 
mix, combined with the inspiration from denim and early 20th century labour, 
formed "the faces of Neil cassady".

piet heijden hume is currently studying at the 'kunst akademie düsseldorf'.
—

The Faces 
of Neal Cassady

piet heijdeN hume
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yelle 
like a true child of the digital music era we live 
in, yelle rose to fame after posting the song 
je veux te voir on myspace. it soon drew the 
attention of a record company and it did not 
take long before their debut album PoP UP 
hit the presses. pop up presents a selection 
of different styles which fit well together. ce 
jeu, the first song, welcomes me with happy 
whistling and sets the mood for the rest of the 
album. the chorus sets in, i close my eyes and 
it feels like spring. young girls, strolling around 
a sunny paris, dreaming of fashion shows and 
fame, youthful and unworried.
ce jeu is followed by a cause des garçons, 
and its strong beat brings me back to reality. 
it exposes the tougher, louder side of yelle. 
the crispy synth leads and thumping beats are 
clearly influenced by some well known french 
artists like justice and daft punk, and the 
vocals get cut up like those of the french rap 
group ttc in modeselektor’s dancing box. the 
resemblance is clear. 
yelle’s breakthrough hit-song je veux te voir, 
also on the album, mocks ttc’s rapper cuizinier, 
and the size of his private parts in particular: 
the original title of the song when it was posted 
on myspace was: short dick cuizi. it is an 
uptempo track like a cause des garçons, but 
with the vocals as central element.
the rest of the tracks on pop up fill the spectrum 
between these first two. the somewhat cheesy 
synth bass lines are not pretending to be 
complex or trend-setting, but they are very 
effective. the strength of the songs lies in the 
catchy choruses, which are present all the way 
through the album, and might start haunting 
your head after a few rounds. 

ez3kiel 
for years i have had an untitled album in my 
playlist. a friend of mine gave it to me once. he 
had ripped the cd and forgot to get the track 
titles right. i did not know the artist and i did 
not know the track names. all i knew was that 
the music was great, so i played the unidentified 
album many times. only now, listening to 
ez3kiel’s battlefield, i realize this is the group 
i had been listening to. and although it does 
take away the mystery, it is great to finally 
discover it was their album BARB4Ry i played 
so many times. 
where yelle’s pop up is innocent, young and 
light, battlefield is serious, melancholic and on 
the darker side. more than the mainly electronic 
barb4ry, this is music for a tough man who 
can weather a storm. although, if he allows 
himself to get carried away, he will discover 
there is a subdued, more gentle side to it as 
well, represented by acoustic guitar, accordion, 
horns, and even a music box.
adamantium is a great opening track. the 
massive, compact sound of the drums and the 
bass create a solid ground to build on, while the 
synth and brass section fray the edges. this 
track makes you want to turn up the volume to 
enjoy its somewhat slow, but triumphant, heroic 
power in its full potential.
spit on the ashes is the only track with full 
vocals. like most of the others, it is very well 
constructed and builds up from a friendly violin 
sequence in the beginning towards a fierce 
guitar-driven climax to finally come back to 
a quiet, fairytale-like ending. one of the great 
strengths of battlefield is the way these men 
weave together their instruments and electronic 
sounds in an organic, gentle way. 

henri salvador
ChAmBRe AveC vUe is the very last album 
henri salvador (1917-2008) recorded at the 
end of a long career. on the day he died, 
french president sarkozy honored salvador 
and called him the man with the voice of silk: 
‘la voix de velours’. 
when you get up early to catch the train home 
after a great weekend in paris, and you still 
have half an hour left to visit that great little 
café near the train station and quietly enjoy 
a hot cappuccino and a fresh croissant, this 
is the music you want to hear. these songs 
will help imprint the fresh memories of your 
french adventures in your mind. they will be 
a melancholic soundtrack to your morning as 
you get carried away by thoughts about the 
transitoriness of the waitress’s beauty and the 
fast pace of your life…
two of the tracks on chambre avec vue are 
collaborations with other artists: on un tour 
de manège salvador’s voice is accompanied 
by the equally silky tones of toots thielemans’s 
harmonica, and le fou de la reine is a duet 
with françoise hardy. the rest of the album is 
filled with jazzy chansons on which the brushes 
caress the snare drum, creating a soothing, 
rhythmical background rustle. 
remarkable are the title track chambre avec 
vue, second on the album, for its great vocals, 
doubled an octave lower, and mademoiselle, for 
its funny backing vocals (“doop, doop”), slightly 
out of tune and much louder than the lead vocal. 
the liveliness of mademoiselle disappears as we 
get to the end of the album. on the last two tracks 
we hear a tired voice, sighing and struggling to 
get the notes right. salvador sounds like he has 
recorded enough songs during is life, and now it 
is finally time for some rest.

eliane radigue 
it is an exceptional image: a woman in her 
seventies, sitting behind a massive arp 2500 
synthesizer, twiddling the knobs as her cat 
sleeps on the cupboard behind her. eliane 
radigue, once a student of french composer 
pierre schaeffer, created a lot of slow-moving, 
meditative drone music on her beloved arp. 
on L’îLe Re-SoNANTe we hear its humming 
voices in action. 
the piece starts with a low drone on the left, 
and it is immediately clear that radigue will take 
her time, there will be no instant gratification. 
slowly harmonics are added to the spectrum. 
some come and go, some stay. 
after nine minutes another sonic image is 
introduced. it feels like i am listening to an 
orchestra, performing with a classical vocalist, 
only i do not hear the whole composition, i am 
stuck in one moment. time stands still, the 
world is frozen but somehow the music, despite 
being a time based medium, is still audible. i am 
surrounded by sound, by this moment.
the drone from the beginning slowly returns 
as the orchestra fades away and over the next 
twenty minutes the sound slowly becomes 
wider. although i cannot say a lot is happening, 
it is always moving, evolving. like wind through a 
tree’s branches always makes the same sound, 
yet never sounds exactly the same. 
in a documentary by the austrian institute of 
media archeology, eliane radigue describes the 
experience of listening to her music like this: “it 
is like looking at the surface of a river. there is 
an iridescence around the reefs, but it is never 
completely the same. depending on how you look 
at the river, you see the golden flashes of the sun, 
or the depths of the water […] or have a vision of 
the whole and let yourself be carried away”.
—

What makes me want to listen to a specific album over and over again, while another might 
only get played once or twice before it starts to collect dust in my ever growing music library? 
Is it the timbre of a singer's voice, the imperfect timing of the drums, a melody that brings back 
a beautiful memory from the past? Could it even be the design of the album cover? musical 
taste is a highly personal thing, that is why I find rating an album in a review tricky. What I can 
do is tell you how they make me feel, and what it is that makes me want to play the album for a 
second, or a third time. This selection of French albums is made based on these effects. 
During the 1950’s and 1960’s, American and english popular music were of great influence 
on French music. one of the results of this was the birth of the yéyé movement: naïve pop 
music represented by young, innocent French girls, singing about their first love. The name 

le yéyé itself is said to be a French variation of yeah yeah, as in the Beatles song She Loves 
you (yeah, yeah, yeah). Listening to Pop Up by yelle we can still hear the innocence of the 
yéyé music, in a fresh setting. 
The most authentic style in popular French music is the chanson. Anyone can sing a song, 
but this French version of the song is performed by a chansonnier. The first chansons were 
sung by troubadours in the middle Ages. They are narrative poems, sung and oftentimes 
accompanied by accordion. Performers like Jacques Brel and Édith Piaf brought the chanson 
from traditional to popular music and if I ask you to think about typical French music, the 
chanson is probably the first thing that comes to mind. henri Salvador brings us his own jazzy 
version of the chanson on Chambre Avec vue.

—
she loves you 

yéyé
—

TexT: hugo verweij
phoTograhpy: Sophie eekman
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comiNg sooN

A CoLUmN 
By eRIk BeRNhARDSSoN 
AT RePeAT To FADe.
In our fifth Journal de Nîmes, to be published in July 2010, Tenue de 
Nîmes will welcome a new contributor to the team. erik Bernhardson, 
the writer and initiator of the Repeat to Fade weblog decided to write a 
column for the Journal four times a year called 'on The Fringe'.

"my fascination with denim could perhaps come from a romanticization of 
times passed. an escape into what's been to get away from what's now. 
it's for certain that the dedicated and honest work that goes into making 
clothes like back then is a factor in building my enthusiasm. having worked 
with vintage clothing in stockholm, and living it in tokyo, where a majority of 
what's left of old american workwear is now gathered, one wonders why it 
carries such an impact to me still." eb.

PRoLogUe
erik and the subjects of his writing are part progressive, part traditional. it 
starts in the common areas of vintage clothing and dress that we all share 
a joy for, and takes off in to daydreams about the future of clothes making 
and brand building. because it seems that the very essence of the brand will 
change. and with it will the way that articles of clothing are made.
are we not seeing a process of change when looking at the emergence of 
artisanal brands such as the japanese ooe yofukuten & co., the swedish blue 
highway or the american rising sun & co.? how can any established label 
compete with the way these brands interact with us and forge meaning into 
their garments, and what does it mean for the future?
it might also take off in the direction of youth culture in tokyo, these fanciful 
fruits, or the emerging punk culture in china, and in the process touch upon 
the topic of clothes and connotations, which are ever-changing.
his column will always be personal, delivered with raw feeling, and delving 
deep into the vast nothingness that fashion can be, aiming to discover 
meaning and substance even in what is at times the shallowest of waters.

looking back does not mean you cannot move forward.
—
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PlAces you shouldN’t MIss

PArIs l’AMour, lA NuIt et le deMIM
— 
“We’ll always have Paris”. Humphrey was right. In a world where cities look more alike every 
day, Paris remains that monument to beauty we always think it is. Rarely will you see so many 
goodlooking people, dressed to the nines, elegantly moving about, as you will in this city on 
any given day. Even the rain falls more gracefully in this city. A place where you do not mind 
it is pouring down because it still looks pretty. We went there 3 days and came back with a bag 
full of inspiration to share with you. Please take your pick from amongst ours.

drawiNgs aNd teXt by luis meNdo www.goodiNc.Nl

My 1st Paris
—
I remember going to Paris for 
the 1st time when I was around 
6 or 7. We had an aunt living 
there and it was a magical ex-
perience for a small town boy 
on his first trip abroad. I loved 
the food, the smell of cheeses 
in the supermarket and the 
liberated way of thinking. 
Boy that was an experience.

Today
—
After so many years 
it really surprised 
me the feeling still 
was there. It felt as a 
very different place. 
Inspiring, authentic, 
real and exciting. 
Even when it is as 
polluted and busy as 
any other city, Paris 
remains a city of 
beauty.

Essential
—
I would really like to recommend you 
get a book/map like the ones by Ev-
eryman MapGuides. So simple idea: 
it’s a guide and a map at the same 
time. Small enough for your jeans 
pocket. I really overused mine and it 
still stands, sturdy and waterproof. 
Love it.

les madames
& 

les mesieux
—

Some of the people who 
joined us in cafés, shops and 

walks. Lovely Parisians.

Gorgeous hotel
The hIDDeN
We wished they had 

built Le Marais closer 
to our favorite hotel, Le 

Hidden. Just behind the 
Arc de Triumph, 

this little hotel 
cramped into a 
non-descriptive 
building will be a 

nice place to hide. With great Coco-mat 
beds and squeaky clean although small rooms, this is the 
kind of place I like to sleep in after a day of city walking. 
_ 
www.hiddenhotelparis.com

Contemporary art
PALAIS 
De Tokyo 
With a slightly 
industrial and 
raw edge, this 
impressive art 
centre with its 
high ceilings will 
leave you wanting 
more after your 
visit. And there is 
more: the shop is 
very well stocked, 
in particular with 
a wide selection 
of magazines. 
Their restaurant 
is spacious and 
serves a great 
lunch.
_ 
www.palaisdeto-
kyo.com

Sublime Pastry 
LADURÉe 
The place to get your macaroons 
and sweets. Ladureé is where you’ll 
see old elegant dames from Paris 
having a high tea next to a group of 
Japanese tourists (they have several 
shops in Tokyo too)
_ 
www.laduree.fr

Book lovers paradise
ASSoULINe
The book as a gift. That being their 
idea, the shop is much more than 
that. The interior smells like adven-
tures in a dark cave, elephant hunt 
in the 1920’s or a trip through the 
streets of India. Lovely place.
_ 
assouline.com

Book lovers paradise
mAgNUm gALLeRy 
They have another 
gallery at Montmartre, 
but this one is close to 
Ladurée, Café Flore and 
Assouline. Tucked away 
in an easily overlooked 
street, you can find beau-
tiful, original Magnum 
photographs and a small 
selection of books here.
_ 
13, Rue de l’Abbaye
magnumphotos.com

Book lovers paradise
yvoN LAmBeRT 
Loved this gallery. Not only is it 
interesting and beautifully located, it 
also has an incredible in-house shop 
where you will find loads of books on 
art, and some small works of art. An 
incredibly nice shop clerk is on hand 
to help and advise you.
_ 
yvon-lambert.com

Coco goes 
to Tokyo

yUkIko
Fur coats and compli-
ments mixed with old 
—mainly Chanel— 
vintage stuff. Tiny 
wooden place with a 
nice atmosphere.
_ 
yukiko-paris.com

Denim for all
BLUeCheeSe
Next to the almost homonymously named 
Royal Cheese, this shop at 24 Rue Tiquetonne 
stocks denim that is very hard to come by 
as well as special fits that you will be hard-
pressed to find elsewhere.
_ 
www.royalcheese.com
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Arabic family restaurant
404 
Moroccan cuisine with a very friendly touch. The open kitchen 
will make you hungry just by seeing the tajinas and the colour-
ful spices. if you get here early,you can always while away the 
time next door at le Trinquette (see right).
_ 
404.abemadi.com

Arabic family restaurant
LA TRINqUeTTe 

A really generous selection of wines...people who 
obviously gather here before heading for dinner 

in nearby places, such as the 404 next door.
_ 

terrasses-de-paris.com/la-trinquette

Tea makes perfect present
mARIAge FReReS 
At the heart of Le 
Marais you can find 
a great mix of teas, 
packaged in the most 
sexy boxes. The shop 
itself is a sight to be-
hold too. The interior 
looks as if nothing 
has been changed 
since the 1940s.
_ 
mariagefreres.com

Parfums and scent candles
DyPTIqUe 

Three friends met in art school 
and started a shop with two 

windows (hence the name) to 
sell the things they brought 

from their travels. The rest is 
history. 

_ 
www.diptyqueparis.com

Japanese hosiery 
TABIo 
Pretty small shop with great 
quality socks for him and her. 
I loved the slogan they had on 
the wall: “A product should 
be a joy, bringing happiness 
equally to the manufacturer, 
seller and purchaser.”
_ 
www.tabio.com

Old cameras
BoULevARD BeAUmARChAIS 
Get the best camera deals in 
Paris in one of the dozen of 
photography shops.

Tasty Menus
AU PeTIT FeR 
à ChevAL 
You will prob-
ably only find 
locals having 
lunch in this 
place From the 
outside it looks 
like just a café, 
but behind the 
wall there’s an-
other room with 
lovely old tables 
and very capable 
staff ready to 
serve you lunch 
for little money. 
_ 
30 Rue Vieille 
du Temple

The best near Place des Vosges
CAFe DeS mUSèeS 

We discovered this one thanks to a local. 
Japanese chef, French service and perfectly 

French classic cuisine. Lovely mix.
_ 

49, rue de Turenne

Best selection in town
FReNCh TRoTTeRS 

Probably our favorite clothes shop in 
Paris. The charming owner will help 

you in this small, but well stocked 
place, with an excellent assortment to 

match our jeans.
_ 

www.frenchtrotters.fr

Multibrand concept
L’eCLAIReUR 
This is where the fashionista's buy their stuff. In 
other words: the fashion autority in Paris. They 
carry a hand-picked selection of brands and the 
choice makes them terribly original. The shop is a 
work of art in itself, and a lot of space is reserved 
to display art too, from Zaha Hadid sculptures to 
local artists' installations. 
_ 
www.leclaireur.com

Fashion, communication & film
SURFACe To AIR 
A group of friends who wanted 
to work on projects across dif-
ferent fields such as fashion, 
graphics, photography, design, 
music, films got together and 
started Surface to Air. 
A nice mix of gallery, magazine 
shop, fashion boutique and a 
shop-in-shop space for their 
favorite designers. 
_ 
www.surfacetoair.com

Après shopping
CAFÉ ChARLoT 

Judging by the number of people, 
weighed down by shopping bags, that 
can always be found here, this hip café 
is the place to finish a day of shopping 

in le Marais.
_ 

38 Rue de Bretagne

Vintage meets plastic
kILIWATCh 
This shop has been an inspiration for Tenue de 
Nîmes not so much for their chaos as for their 
eclecticism. There is a clear mix here of high 
fashion, low fashion, vintage and accesoires. 
You can find original Tweed jackets as well as 
original US edition 501s and your grandma’s 
swim bonnet. The search makes the find even 
more satisfying.
_ 
www.laduree.fr

Sainless Japanese indigo cotton
R By 45RPm 
Very close to Colette you will find this Indigo 
& cotton specialized Japanese brand. 
Do not be misled by the way 
the clothes are displayed. 
It is full of lovely 
garments and the 
staff is incredibly 
friendly, speaking 
Japanese, French 
and English.
_ 
rby45rpm.com

French Cuisine
AUx LyoNNAIS 
The place that I will 
remember for the best des-
sert ever. Not to be missed 
if you care about food 
even remotely.

coconut mousse pineapple ginger icecream

deep fried pineapple

apricot jelly

A bit of everything
meRCI 
Old books library meets 
café, meets fashion shop, 
with stationery, household 
items and even parfum 
corner. Spatial and quiet, is 
worth a visit. 
_ 
www.merci-merci.com

Photography books & magazines
ComPToIR De L’ImAge 
This is the shop where 
fashion designers get their 
inspiration from. Hundreds 
of photography books and 
mags crumpled on top of 
each other and share one 
thing: they are all in the 
taste of the owner, a former 
photographer and incredibly 
charming Michel Fink.
_ 
444 Rue de Sévigné

Sweet paper products
PAPIeR PLUS 
In this little shop 
near the river Seine 
shore you can find lo-
cally handmade paper 
products like folders, 
notebooks and even 
portfolios for photog-
raphers. 
_ 
www.papierplus.com
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french treasures

Lacoste
rené lacoste became a legend of 
tennis when his teammates “the 
musketeers”, won the davis cup 
tennis final by beating the americans 
for the first time in 1927. the history 
of the lacoste polo shirt began in 
1927 when rené lacoste designed a 
polo shirt conceived to increase his 
comfort on the tennis courts. in view 
of a growing demand, the polo shirt 
was finally launched in 1933 under 
the name of "la chemise lacoste". 
the logo originated from a nickname 
the american press gave lacoste 
because he won a bet with a team 
mate over an alligator skin suitcase. 
after nearly 80 years lacoste is one 
of the few classic sports brands that 
have never lost their touch or sense 
of style.

a.P.c. new cure
based on the fabrics of our friends 
of momotaro and japan blue, the 
french label a.p.c. created a true 
denim masterpiece with its 'New 
cure' style. this slim, tapered leg 
is the perfect denim for extreme 
wear outdoors and has the most 
incredible top button you have ever 
seen. our first atelier de production 
et de creation (a.p.c.) was bought 

at their Nyc greene street store. 
the member of staff professionally 
advised to not take a size 34, nor a 
very snug fitting 33, but a 32. after 
hating the guy for at least a month, 
suffering from red stripes all over my 
waistline, the pair became a virtually 
unmatched favorite that we would 
recommend to any denim freak.

ateLier Ladurance
"There were, are, and always will 
be people who can judge a product 
purely on its initial qualifications and 
the skilled craftsmanship it is built 
with."

Lenancker romain
sometimes we come across people 
who simply can do it all. the work 
of lenacker romain, which can be 
best described as constantly shift-
ing between 2d and 3d, is such an 
example. romain's colorful work 
and exciting compositions are both 
diverse and sophisticated.  hopefully 
this interdisciplinary art director will 
join our journal de Nîmes train soon. 
www.lenancker.com

rhodia
after years of loyalty to our black 
dummies, without even thinking 
of writing in something else, we 
discovered rhodia. this french 
family brand makes notebooks 
that made us stop writing in black 
immediately. we did not even use 
up our old ones, which could be 
considered a profanity, but fell for 
the classic orange of the 80 year 
old company instantly. rhodia was 
originally started by the verllhac 
brothers from lyon in 1932. they 
used to sell paper in france and 

North africa before they started 
to develop writing accessories. 
the name “rhodia” comes from 
the rhone, a river flowing by lyon, 
separating the alps from the massif 
central. the rhodia logo trees 
symbolize the two founding brothers 
and to this very day, members of the 
verllhac family are working at the 
company.

sPring court
in 1936 a man by the name of 
georges grimmeisen invented a 
tennis shoe made of canvas with an 
outsole of vulcanized rubber. the 
shoe provides comfort to many tennis 
players around the globe and the 
spring court classic would remain 
untouched until the seventies. but 
not only sportsmen adopted the 
canvas shoe with the characteristic 
ventilation air channels. john lennon 
wore the shoes on his wedding day 
in gibraltar underneath his white suit 
and is photographed on the cover 
of abbey road wearing his classic 
kicks. this spring Nyc based jean 
shop will launch their latest denim 
inspired collaboration with this 
legendary french company. stay 
tuned.
—
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Desiree 
Dolron
the first time we examined a work 
of dutch photographer desiree 
dolron at gallery gabriel rolt we 
stood there for minutes asking 
ourselves wether we were looking 
at a photo or a painting. although 
we were close enough to touch her 
work it was impossible to say. "in 
her series Xteriors (2001-today), 
desiree dolron shows her devotion 
to painting by giving her anonymous 
models a semblance of the flemish 
primitives and johannes vermeer. 
the serenity and enigma that these 
painters managed to convey in their 
work is masterfully approached by 
the photographer in portraits that, 
through the use of light and subtle 
digital manipulations, are hardly to 
be thought of as photographs any 
more." recently desiree dolron 
worked on a highly unusual project 
for french luxury brand louis 
vuiton. this particular project is 
most definitely our favorite french 
treasure.
www.desireedolron.com





it was a truly freezing cold winter's afternoon in New england in 1935 when seasoned sailor and hobbyist inventor paul 
sperry took his dog for his daily walk. as his ears and nose tingled from the cold, and his breath formed little clouds of 
condensation, he noticed how prince, his cocker spaniel, managed to run at full speed across the ice without slipping. 
examining prince’s paw afterwards, he observed hundreds of tiny cracks and cuts. he wasted no time and went to 
work in his laboratory. aided by some pieces of rubber, a razor blade and an ordinary sneaker, he puzzled together a 
rough prototype of the world's first boat shoe. as the prototype was tweaked and developed further, it resulted in the 
original sperry top sider that is known today as the authentic original.

sperry has widely been considered an icon of american style for 75 years, cornering the market in water-performance 
footwear ever since that cold winter's day when paul sperry went to work in his lab. today more than ever, the story 
of sperry’s heritage rings a bell with people around the world as it is the authentic nautical lifestyle brand. why? for 
one thing, their shoes are still standard isue for america's sailors and is part of the us Naval academy casual uniform. 
which can be considered an indicator of how passionate sperry footwear are about quality and style. but perhaps 
more importantly because the traditional boat shoe collection offers shoes for all different occasions and outfits. the 
sperry top-sider shoes come in over 25 different color settings, mainly based on the marine theme. materials vary 
from light suede to linen, canvas and high quality leather and napa.

with all this said, we are certain everyone will have an outfit in their wardrobe that would suit these shoes perfectly, 
and equally convinced that everyone will have occasions coming up this summer to slip on a pair of these classics. 
the boat shoes convey a sense of style that is timeless and always relevant, giving you a confident, laidback feeling. 
bring on summer.
—

sperry
TexT: menno van meurS
phoTograhpy: Sperry
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Anneke Beerkens is a cultural anthropologist, specializing in Japan, fashion and 
youth, working at the University of Amsterdam. For her four-month Master’s 
research, she went to Tokyo to study youth culture and group dynamics in the 
underground fashion scene. Inspired by a Japanese magazine called TUNE, 
only consisting of street snapshots of mainly Tokyo boys, she asked herself: 
who are those boys in TUNE magazine, what does their life look like, do they 
know each other, do they belong to certain fashion groups, and if so, is it 
one group, or are more subcultures represented in this magazine? Who is in, 
who is out; what is in, what is out? And of course: how to relate all of this to 
Japanese culture? In brief: she wanted to trace the roots of TUNE magazine. 
Anneke’s Tokyo research was her first encounter with Japanese society. She 
soon became lost in translation, not knowing where she was, and therefore, 
extra sensitive to all the new impressions she would get. Indeed, that is 
what she purposely wanted to experience! Like an anthropologist from the 
old days, surviving among distant tribes, but now in a more urban setting, 
Anneke exchanged the clay hut for the skyscraper!

…there i was, sitting in front of akira and his girlfriend ayaka, able to talk to 
them. from that moment on akira played a leading part in my research. that 
‘something’ that i had experienced myself in a split second when i met akira 
was confirmed time and again while observing encounters between akira 
and others. things as ‘he is shimokita’s charisma’ and ‘he is like god to me’ 
were written about him on mixi, the japanese facebook-like social network 
site. this adoration became the main focus of my research. i wanted to figure 
out how this aura of uniqueness that seemed to hover around akira and his 
shop came into being, and at the same time, shaped akira’s life and the life of 
certain people around him. i wanted to unravel the fashion icon that is akira.

but how was i able to do that? how could i study something this vague? 
Nothing is as subjective as charisma: you can’t put your finger on it, you can’t 
measure it. people even have different opinions about who has it and who 
doesn’t. so to me, an anthropologist who tries to grasp other people’s daily 
reality, trying to answer the question ‘what is charisma?’ would have led me 
nowhere. but not taking into account this fascinating subject would have been 
a bad choice as well. rather than focusing on the question ‘what is charisma’, 
i decided to figure out ‘how charisma works, how and why someone becomes 
charismatic.’ by taking akira and the people around him as my main case 
study, i was able to grasp the process of charisma.

thinking of charisma as a process rather than a product, a thing or a static 
fact immediately acknowledges that charisma is a dynamic and social 
phenomenon: you do not simply have charisma or not. it takes more to have 
that ‘je ne sais quoi’. you may have a certain status or a certain look that 
you are carefully aware of and know how to deploy in social situations. but 
that is not enough. others need to acknowledge your status as a charismatic 
person. besides, the acknowledging of your charisma in the one moment 
does not mean you will possess the quality forever. you have to prove your 
status over and over again. so charisma is something ‘you do – both you and 
the people around you – ’, instead of something ‘you have’.

by analysing akira as a charismatic fashion icon and trying to lay bare his 
charisma, i found three main channels through which his uniqueness was 
mediated. the first channel was his shop, which became a sacred fashion 
temple through subtle, but carefully considered ‘politics of meaning making’ 
that akira used. a real stuffed penguin, always in the middle of the room, 
whose clothes akira changed every week, was petted and called the fashion 
god more than once. by displaying very carefully chosen pieces of garbage 
in between his clothing, he wanted his customers to be aware of the thin line 
between trash and treasure. every week akira made a new fashion shrine 

shimokita's
charisma II

liviNg with a 
tokyo fashioN icoN 

aNd his tribe

teXt & photography: aNNeke beerkeNs 
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in one of the corners of the shop. i was not allowed to touch it, was not 
allowed to take pictures of it. all these conscious moves enabled me and 
other customers to have a 'wow'-experience in his shop.
another charisma mediating channel was the fashion parties which i analysed 
as religious ritual celebrations that caused feelings of belonging. akira’s 
regular performance as a dj, often wearing a lion mask, looking out over all 
the people, made him the king of his tribe. his fans dancing in front of him, 
their noses all in the direction of their idol, seemed the ultimate confirmation 
of adoration, the ultimate acknowledgement of akira’s charisma.

and last but not least, tuNe magazine also functioned as one of the main 
channels of akira’s charisma. akira was – and still is – seen as a model 
in the magazine very often, even on its cover. it is this magazine and more 
specifically the phenomenon of street snapshot photography as a charisma 
mediating channel that i want to elaborate on. how does tuNe magazine 
enable people like akira to glow?

since the 1990’s, street photography as we see it on fashion blogs or in 
magazines like tuNe, has become a very popular medium. what is it that 
makes street photography so influential these days? of course, there is 
the fact that with street photography one can immediately react to trends 
by posting or publishing pictures every day, every hour, every second. in 
addition, it is often stated that street photography is this popular due to the 
realness of the photos: they show ordinary men and women on the street. 
snapshots of people just like you and me, people you can identify with: no 
anorexic supermodel, but the girl next door; no photo-shopped madonna, 
but you yourself! this argument i heard over and over again in tokyo. ‘we 
no longer want to look like movie stars’, one of my boys told me one day, 
‘because we will never look like them, not so perfect and beautiful. that’s why 
we take tuNe boys as our models. we have the feeling we can look like them, 
and we can be just as cool as they are. eventually, some of us even make it 
into the magazine’.

the ordinary lifted to stardom: many scholars see this as an instance of the 
post-modern search for identity. this search for a reliable self takes place 
in an era in which security is absent. No religion, no political party, no class 
or union makes clear who we are and what we are here for. we only have 
ourselves to rely on, only we are responsible for giving meaning to our lives. 
authenticity – finding our authentic selves – is the one compass we have to 
make choices and choose directions. hence this constant exploration of our 
inner selves, hoping to find realness. in fashion, this search for authenticity 
means real people’s creativity instead of stylist’s choices, no manufactured 

looks that have been put together with the help of stylists, but ordinary people 
that actually dress themselves. we don’t want the ‘picture perfect’, we do not 
believe in that anymore. don’t fool us, we want to see it the way it is!

Now back to tokyo.
through my interviews and chats with the boys in akira’s scene, i found out 
that tuNe has two different groups of readers. the first group consists of 
boys from outside of tokyo who use the magazine as a manual. they look at 
the pictures and get an idea of the latest trends in ‘the big fashion capital’. 
these boys read the little caption in the left corner, and find out where to buy 
the clothes and even more important who the model is and what his favourite 
tokyo fashion spots are. i regularly met boys like this in akira’s shop. they 
visited it for the first time, sometimes even with their moms, just to meet 
akira and get clothing advice. some kept on coming back and started to 
become part of the scene, often strengthened by the fact that they came to 
live in tokyo to work or study.

the other group of readers was already part of the tokyo underground scene. 
they saw tuNe magazine more as a tabloid. every month they feverishly ran 
to the bookstore to buy the latest issue and check who was in it. this even 
gave me a rush – getting to know more boys in tuNe over time convinced me 
i was on the right track with my research. the boys made fun of each other, 
saying things like: ‘waha, i saw you in tuNe again, you wannabe!’ however, to 
conclude that being in tuNe magazine was not cool, seemed to too simple. 
for lots of boys it really was the first major step to becoming accepted as 
a member of the scene; being in the magazine meant being cool enough 
to belong to the ‘happy few’. besides, being a tuNe model meant that the 
boy became recognized outside of the tokyo scene as someone who knows 
how to dress. for boys like akira, with a certain status in the scene, being 
in the magazine, or on the cover, was the best confirmation of their status. 
so the bullying when one of the insiders was in the magazine was part of the 
hidden confirmation of being ‘in’, of belonging to tokyo’s fashionistos. this 
is a confirmation though that, by convention, the insiders could not show too 
obviously because that would demonstrate too much eagerness.

while hanging around in the city to lay bare the channels through which akira 
got his charismatic status, one of my main tasks was to unravel the role tuNe 
magazine played in this. of course, i tried to get in touch with the editors and 
photographers, but almost until the end, they remained a mystery to me. i 
went out on the streets myself, trying to find the photographers, to ‘catch 
them in the act’. the background of the tuNe photos gave me an idea of 
where they were taken. and also akira was of great help. ‘if you want to get 
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the photographers, you need to go to gap at the giant crossing in harajuku, 
every tuesday, saturday and sunday’, he told me. well, weekend seemed 
kind of logical to me, but tuesday? ‘that’s when hairdressers and tokyo stylists 
are off and go out shopping’, akira told me. ah! stylish tokyo was off, and 
there the photographers were, waiting to catch their prey. how spontaneous! 
ok, they are real people, but the process of capturing them on polaroid is 
clearly influenced by being there at certain moments. hairdressers and stylists 
walking there on tuesdays, i bet they find the most fashionable people around!

going there, week after week, every tuesday, saturday and sunday, i was 
amazed by what i saw - photographers, fully equipped, taking pictures. 
sometimes i counted nine or ten different groups of spotters and photographers 
on that one corner, all representing other magazines (still no tuNe). some 
seemed to have taken their whole photo studio with them, even the lights, 
so as to manipulate the cloudy dark rainy day. with the photographers all 
standing – or sitting – there in line, catching the right ones for their magazine: 
is this still street photography?
what struck me the most were the people walking by. these people all 
seemed to be perfectly dressed, from head to toe, walking by like dandies 
and divas, using the sidewalk as a catwalk. again and again i saw the same 
kids walking there. i found myself keeping score in my notebook, every time 
the same person walked by. is this a natural process? of course these fashion 
boys and girls know the photographers are there, of course they enlarge their 
chances of getting caught by walking there. so the question that immediately 
came up was: does the photographer choose the model, or vice versa? here 
the boys and girls themselves were active manipulators in the process of 
getting their picture published in one of japan’s magazines, and for the tuNe 
boys, to get more status is the scene.

and what about that moment a photographer found someone? to finally get 
that photo taken sometimes took more than ten minutes. several times i 
followed the photographers once they spotted a ‘fashionisto’ or ‘fashionista’. 
that’s how i found out that most of the time, the model was taken into a little 
street, away from the ‘street snapshot walhalla’. the model was posing over 
and over again, and voilà: the cool urban background is there! an ‘original’ 
street snapshot was taken, to be published in next month’s issue. over and 
over again i saw photographers walking with models as they just caught their 
freshest prey. bags and other accessories had to be taken off as they were 
– in the photographers opinion – clearly not good for the picture. light was 
measured so as to get the perfect shot. often i saw them rearranging scenery 
as the background didn’t look good. again, measuring the light, ‘strike the 
pose’, and: another real picture! often it didn’t seem to work out well, so 

photographers asked the models to mimic their poses, to turn their bodies, to 
look more relaxed. i even saw photographers giving instructions as to how to 
pose a bit more spontaneously.

although i studied this process week after week, tuNe magazine was 
absent at the main crossing. only in the last week of my research i found 
one of their photographers, rei, and had an interview with her. rei was a 
tuNe photographer since the magazine started in 2004. she used to be a 
model and didn’t have any experience with photography. she told me she 
was obviously not asked because of her technical skills, but because tuNe’s 
founder thought she had the right sense of separating the ‘setters’ from 
the ‘followers’. the only thing she got was a digital camera. the founder 
explained to her how to push the button on the camera, and off she went, into 
the streets. No lights, no tripod, no team, just her and the camera walking 
around. rei explained to me that tuNe magazine wanted the pictures to be 
as ‘raw’ and ‘natural’ as possible. they wanted to communicate real fashion 
the way it is on the streets. this was the reason for tuNe not to work with 
professional photographers and not to stay where the other magazines stood 
to find models. rei and the other tuNe photographers walked around to be 
able to find boys that were not consciously dressed up and looking for them. 
however, akira featured in the magazine quite often. so although rei wanted 
me to believe what they did was real, they also went to certain spots where 
they knew fashionable people were.

as we continued the interview, rei told me that she was the one who 
decided what boys made it into the magazine and who didn’t. as i told her 
what dynamics were at play on the other side of the spectrum, i.e. on the 
consumers side of tuNe magazine, she realized how huge her responsibility 
was in choosing some boys while refusing others. she figured out she had 
an active role in the making (and breaking) of icons in the scene. rei, as 
photographer of tuNe magazine, was an active partaker in the process of 
achieving and acknowledging charisma.

so with this in mind, the question of course is: does street snapshot 
photography live up to its pretensions of being ‘real’? or is it all staged? 
this unmasking of ‘reality photography’ as being staged is typical of an 
anthropological approach to the world. anthropologists try to show the 
grammar behind a cultural phenomenon, they try to show the construction 
behind all that seems natural to people. in other words, anthropologists show 
the constructed aspect of the taken-for-granted. what this perspective helps 
you to see is the work of culture. what this vision fails to address however, is 
the fact that whereas anthropologists may find things to be constructed, it is 
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reality to those directly involved in it.
so rather than deconstructing other people’s realities as being made-up, 
it is more interesting to see how people, time and again, manage to find 
new cultural forms to get closer to reality. spontaneity, immediacy – as ‘not 
mediated’ – the incalculable; these are the registers people employ to produce 
a sense of things being really real. photo shop, the studio, equipment, and 
professional photographers are all mediators that remind us of the made-up. 
the raw street snapshot, in contrast, brings us closer to that dream of having 
immediate access to the world. and this is what i saw happening in tokyo.

dreaming of realness, hungry for immediacy, tuNe magazine satisfied this 
need. sure, made up, sure, directed; but for akira, and other icons, this 
medium worked. it made him famous, he manipulated it by making sure his 
shop’s name got published every time he was in the magazine. and for all 
the customers around him it worked, giving meaning to their lives, and giving 
them a manual of how to dress. it also gives them a goal - getting close to 
their icon, becoming a part of the scene, learning how to dress, and maybe – 
who knows – standing in front of the tuNe camera one day.
akira is a charismatic person with followers, with admirers, with people who 
want to imitate, to get closer, to become friends, and maybe even to become 
an icon themselves. because of this it makes no sense to say “you might think 
he is an icon, but look, this is what he does, this is what the photographers of 
tuNe do, this is what you do; and all of this together makes you experience 
him as an icon.” yes, things are made up. but there is such a thing as cultural 
enchantment which renders the made-upness of things irrelevant. recall the 
first day experience in tokyo that i shared with you and my own enchantment 
when i met akira for the first time. i myself got hit by the magic wand of the 
fashion gods!
so the fact that we as anthropologists need to take the experienced 
authenticity as a point of departure instead of focusing on the fact that 
authenticity is constructed, brings me to the conclusion that even though 
street snapshot photography is not as spontaneous, not as real, and not as 
raw as we might think, the fact that we all consider it to be authentic is what 
counts, that is our reality. just as for those boys who dressed up and kept 
walking back and forth just to be spotted by the camera, their staging of 
themselves did not diminish the authenticity of their experience. the magical 
idea of getting your photo taken; the idea that it can happen to you, here and 
now; the idea that the sun is the studio light, the buildings are the décor, 
the sidewalk the catwalk, and that you are the model. street photography 
confirms you exist. that is for real!
—
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ladurée, is a luxury cakes and pastries brand in paris, 
known by connaisseurs the world over as the inventor 
of the double-decked macaroon. as numerous blogs 
would have you believe, a visit to paris is not complete 
without stopping by ladurée for a box of macaroons. 
they have been described as "the louis vuitton of 
pastries". it is not only their sweet little treats that 
merit a visit, the shops themselves are a sight to behold 
as well: pastel colours everywhere, wood panelling, 
dazzling shop window displays, painted cherub angels 
scattered across the walls and ceilings - but not in that 
slightly off-putting way. rather, it radiates warmth and 
evokes a sense of paris in the late 19th century.
the founder, monsieur ladurée even hired the famous 
painter jules cheret in the 1870s to decorate the original 
shop, on rue royale. this combination of pastry shop 
and salon de thé were soon all the rage in paris.
as said, their signature treat is a meringue-based 

confectionery, and differs from ordinary macaroons 
in that they are filled with cream or butter, much like 
a sandwich cookie. Not only that, ladurée offers 
an impressive range of flavors: from the common 
(raspberry, chocolate) to the downright unusual (truffle, 
foie gras), with vivid colors to match. the popularity 
of the macaroon is such that even franchises such as 
mcdonalds and starbucks have taken to producing their 
own versions. true fans of the ladurée macaroon will 
likely shrug resignedly at this development , claiming 
they can recognize a ladurée macaroon blindfolded, 
and will simply not accept any substitute. rather than 
alcohol or drugs of any kind, amongst parisians, these 
macaroons are said to be the new social lubricant. it is 
socially acceptable for nearly every occasion. we ask 
you: what other confectionery brand or patisserie could 
make such an extraordinary claim?
—

teXt: olivier vaN der hageN
illustratioN:  hiyoko imai
 hiyokoimai.com
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Nike really does not need any introduction. it has been a 
truly global brand for a number of years now – mention it 
in a remote village in southern peru and odds are people 
will still know what you are talking about. similarly if you 
show just the logo, the famous swoosh, to an innocent 
inhabitant of a sleepy village miles south of beijng, do not 
be surprised if people proclaim “ah...Nike!”
alright, so we have not actually put this to the test, but 
you get our point. what fewer people will be aware of is 
what the name or the logo stands for. Nike is the name of 
the winged goddess of victory in greek mythology. she 
was Zeus' right hand and ruled over history's earliest 
battlefields, inspiring, according to Nike's marketing 
department, “the most courageous and chivalrous 
warriors at the dawn of civilisation.” the swoosh was 

created in 1971 and represents the wing of goddess Nike.
the Nike in-house designers who like to draw their 
inspiration from both inside and outside the sporting 
arena recently worked on a Nike air royalty that drew 
our attention. it is visually striking and reminded us of 
something that we could not quite put our finger on. as 
we shrugged it off and returned to this france-themed 
issue, it suddenly struck us. it was, typically with these 
coincidences, quite obvious then and there, but the thing 
it reminded us of was so far from anything we thought 
Nike sports shoes might be associated with, that we 
forgave ourselves for not seeing it sooner. judge for 
yourselves right here.
—
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introduction
'everything we do, is an investment in the future of our children. we give back 
what we have received.'
with these words, alice voirin, daughter of gilles voirin and françoise jumel, 
describes the mentality of the independent champagne families in france.
Next to a dozen well-known champagne brands, the so called 'grand marks', 
there are hundreds of small family houses, like voirin-jumel. 
while looking over the family vineyard, close to the castle of 'grand mark' 
moët et chandon, she talks about the new piece of land she just bought. one 
hectare goes for 1,5 million euros these days and will produce only 10.000 
bottles of champagne a year, after five years of preparation. therefor it will 
never be profitable for her generation. it is a long-term investment that will 
benefit the generations that come after her. 

this is the way it goes. monsieur gilles voirin and his wife françoise jumel laid 
the foundation for alice and her brother patrick, to ensure the continuation 
of the family business.
alice, patrick and his wife valérie do the same for theirs. each and every 
penny is invested.

while walking back to the car, alice explains that her children will have to know 
everything about the champagne making process at the age of fifteen. from 
their eleventh birthday on, they will learn the process of tasting, choosing a 
blend, and experiencing the maturing process. after that, she smiles, they will 
want to go their own way. it's what she did when she was young. but, like her, 
after working for a boss for a couple of years, they will feel the urge to come 
back and become the next generation of voirin-jumel.

the FamiLy
our curiosity to the background of traditional and independent champagne 
families was met by an invitation of taste & tintle to visit one of its suppliers. 
voirin-jumel, a marriage of two wine-growing families, was established in 
1945 and goes back four generations. alice and patrick learned the process 
of wine-making from their parents gilles voirin and françoise jumel. the 
voirin family as well as the jumel family have been growing and selling grapes 
for six generations, and both produced their first own bottles of champagne 
around 1945. as tradition has it, monsieur voirin left his village to join his wife 
françoise in cramant, becoming the champagne house voirin-jumel. today, 
françoise still works in the business, together with alice and patrick, who 
oversees the production. his wife valérie runs the charming bed & breakfast 
that is part of the estate.

during the war, grandfather voirin (90 years old today) built a cellar in the 
chalk mountain just outside of cramant, to protect his champagne from the 
germans. the quite well hidden entrance leads to a long corridor with deep 
rooms on the left side. in perfect circumstances, thousands of bottles of 
champagne are aging. besides this charming chalk mountain cellar, the family 
also uses one right underneath the family house. it was the first part of the 
estate that was constructed, together with a small place for the family to 
live on top of it. the cellar always comes first. piece by piece they built their 
property, today consisting of two buildings and the bed & breakfast.

the ViLLage
the voirin-jumel estate and its vineyard are located in and around cramant, a 
small village of 900 inhabitants, near epernay, the capital of the champagne 
region. cramant is situated in the grand cru area, in the centre of the côte 
des blancs. from the total of around 300 villages in the champagne region, 
cramant is one of the 17 villages with an official grand cru status, next to 53 
villages that are labeled premier cru. the difference is the quality of the soil.
each village is symbolized by an animal. a bear welcomes visitors when they 
arrive in cramant, which translates as 'chalk hill'. in this area, the most 
expensive vineyard of champagne can be found. the voirin-jumel family owns 
twelve hectares of grand cru and premier cru quality, resulting in 120.000 
bottles of champagne each year. six of the villages in the grand cru area 
produce one hundred percent blanc de blancs champagnes, growing only 
chardonnay grapes. the other eleven grand cru villages produce blanc de 
Noirs, from 100% pinot Noir. 

almost 90% of all the vineyards are owned by families like voirin-jumel. most 
of them sell their grapes to the larger champagne brands, the 'grand marks', 
that hardly grow any of their own. a brand like moët et chandon purchases 95% 
of its grapes. some of the families join forces and produce their champagne 
within a corporation. the voirin-jumel family is one of the few families that 
does everything itself: growing, producing, bottling, marketing and selling. 
their bottles are labeled rm. it stands for récoltant-manipulant and means 
they make their champagne from self-grown grapes. if a bottle reads Nm on 
the other hand, négociant-manipulant, the winehouse produces champagne 
from grapes that are purchased instead of self-grown.

the chamPagnes
voirin-jumel currently offers six different champagnes, under which a brut 
tradition, a brut blanc de blancs premier cru and a brut blanc de blancs 
grand cru. the last one is a brut Zéro, no sugar added, and made of 2004 
and 2005 harvests. it has floral and mineral characteristics, citrus fruits on 
the nose and apricots on the palate. an excellent aperitif and to accompany 
light fish dishes such as lemon flavoured scallops or a carpaccio of salmon. 
the delicious vintage brut millésime 2005 is matured for at least 4 years 
and produced from an exceptionally good harvest that come from a single 
vineyard. its strength and finesse ought to be matched with full flavoured 
dishes such as stuffed poultry, morel mushrooms or grilled prawns. if you 
have the patience to let it mature even more, you will be rewarded as it will 
become even better over the years. the brut rosé is a rosé saignée and 
still produced with the old press. the saignée method is risky because the 
amount of skin contact is crucial for the right color. the grand cru cuvée 
555 is a special champagne, made from the harvests of 2001 and 2002. six 
years ago patrick decided to experiment with oak barrel vinification. fifteen 
traditional oak barrels have been restored and used for maturing. the result 
is 4000 bottles of cuvée 555, characterized by a yellow golden color, fine 
bubbles and of course a woody taste. this pure and generous champagne 
is named after the rue de la libération 555, the location of the voirin-jumel 
family house. a house very much worth paying a visit.
—

famille 
voirin Jumel—teXt: jorN bartlema

photography: bas de boer & joachim baaN
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www.champagne-voirin-jumel.com
www.tasteandtintle.com
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for the latest Ny raw collection the g-star atelier demonstrated their signature denim craftsmanship with all pieces 
handcrafted in-house. the detailing has been accentuated as never before, which is an accomplishment in itself, 
considering g-star’s detailing was already one of their significant trademarks. moreover, each item of clothing is the 
result of an excellent mix of materials such as cashmere and silk together with denim, as well as progressive design. 
and yet it all still radiates elementary functionality.

washes encompassed the complete life-cycle of denim, from the darkest raw through bright blues and bleached to 
non-dyed ecru. the combination of denim with breezily light materials in blues, whites and custom prints of prehistoric 
fish showed the unmatched adaptability of g-star’s core fabric and gave the collection a cool, high-summer feel. 
the unexpected source of inspiration came from 1940s cannes living, resulting in an all day wardrobe that makes 
a statement of modern ‘raw’ elegance. dresses and high-waisted, beach wear inspired separates create a feminine 
yet powerful look for women. key items for men include cropped chinos, sophisticated sportswear and jackets with 
adaptable built-in suspenders.
—

Ny 
raw

teXt: meNNo vaN meurs
photography: aNtoN corbijN
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red Wing Amsterdam

iron workers at daytons building — minneapolis, minnesota, usa 1925

minnesota historical society, photo no.57882 via red wing

comiNg sooN


